
HISTORY OF GEOGRAPHY SHAPED GREEK CIVILIZATION HISTORY

ESSAY

Greece was known as the â€œBirthplace of Western Civilizationâ€• (Aquino & Badilles, , p) because its culture became
the epitome for the succeeding.

Different cities could not cooperate in the natural way as long as they were separated by the hills. Without
books, history is silent, literature dumb, science crippled, thought and speculation at a standstill," once stated
American historian and author, Barbara Tuchman "Barbara Tuchman Quote. They were sociable, amiable and
temperamental. The most widespread and common crops were olives and grapes. Why was Ancient Greece so
successful? Moreover, the proximity of the sea made fish one of the most notable food products. These nations
have always lived in severe climate conditions. Greece is one of the few places in Europe where the
day-to-day role of folk dance is sustained. The most notable factors are the mountains, the sea and warm
climate that enabled ancient people to grow figs, olives and grapes. Grapes are paramount for the Greek
Culture inasmuch as these people enjoyed wine. Others have also crossed boundaries and are known beyond
the regions where they originated; these include the Pentozali from Crete , Hasapiko from Constantinople,
Zonaradikos from Thrace , Serra from Pontos and Balos from the Aegean islands. It led to the development of
individual communities, rather than one country. Hereupon, their character and worldview was completely
different. Not many roads were built, because they would have to avoid the mountains and follow the long,
meandering coastline. The Coastline: Saltwater and Harbors: Ancient Greece was made up of hundreds of
city-states , grouped together at the southern end of a very large peninsula that jutted out into the
Mediterranean Sea. Thucydides does indeed display sound knowledge of the series of migrations by which
Greece was resettled in the post-Mycenaean period. What has been gleaned about the social role and character
of ancient Greek music comes largely from pottery and other forms of Greek art. Without question, geography
is supposed to be the most influential factor of the original development of Greece. Thousands of years ago,
the geography of ancient Greece was divided into three regions - the coastline, the lowlands, and the
mountains. A well-known Greek musical instrument is the bouzouki. That's one reason the early Greeks tried
to set up colonies in North Africa and in Asia. The difficulty is to know just how exceptional Lefkandi was,
but in any view it has revised former ideas about what was and what was not possible at the beginning of the
1st millennium bce. He says that he has power because Ahuramazda gave him control of the kingdom. When
you read a German or Swedish poem, you will notice numerous pessimistic and existential elements that
emphasize the complicated conditions of life of both nations. They know everything about snowy cold winters
and short mild summers. Besides, connect to what? Equally important to the understanding of this period is
the hostility to Dorians , usually on the part of Ionians , another linguistic and religious subgroup, whose
most-famous city was Athens. There were hundreds of small islands nearby in the Ionian and Aegean Seas.
That is a surprisingly abstract way of looking at the subdivisions of the Greeks, because it would have been
more natural for a 5th-century Greek to identify soldiers by home cities. Smaller peninsulas stuck out from the
main Greek peninsula, forming a great deal of natural coastline and many natural harbors. Therefore, everyone
should know at least something about the history of Ancient Greece and its contribution into Western
Civilization. Facts Matter. A grave, rich by the standards of any period, was uncovered at a site called
Lefkandi on Euboea , the island along the eastern flank of Attica the territory controlled by Athens. What
factors influenced its cultural, philosophical, political and economic growth? No matter the culture a certain
myth comes from it is created to teach values and morals of the society they arose from.


